
Speck on a Speck 
CHARACTERS 

ERIC (67) A relaxed, thoughtful, kind spirit who even as he speaks gives the impression 
that he is listening to you. Constantly assessing the room, the situation, the periphery 
noise ready to act with compassionate action but waiting to get all the information. 
Physically: Leans back with his head tilted to the side when calm and considering - 
arms open hands folded in his lap. Loops an elbow behind the back of the chair when 
he’s expansive. Leans forward elbows on his knees or arms of the chair when interest-
ed or intent. A sharp, well educated man his pauses should be read not as losing his 
train of thought but considering the best way to say something by interrupting himself or 
as enthusiasm. 

MIKE (41) A German American. An open spirit, keenly interested in other people’s sto-
ries and whirring with a barely contained energy. Seriously intent in listening and twin-
kling with delight by turns. He always has another question. He is absorbing everything 
he hears and making connections to larger ideas. 

(ERIC strolls in and sits in a chair kind, relaxed, and gently measuring the room, as-
sessing the situation and sits. MIKE canters in dropping a overly heavy backpack and 

fussing a little with his recording device and notepad.) 

ERIC 
(with an easy rhythm) Take your time man settle down. 

MIKE 
(still fussing) No you only have a little time yes? 

ERIC 
(Slowly) yes 

MIKE 
(earnestly) I really wanted to make the time for you.  

ERIC 
(amused) Thank you. 

MIKE 
It’s very important to me.(He is finally ready and sits up and gives ERIC his FULL atten-
tion which is considerable and expectant like a child waiting to open Christmas 
presents.) 
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ERIC 
(Grunts slightly and smiles.) All right, let’s go. (smiles kindly, gauging if the audience is 
open enough to hear his story or if they are too ignorant for a productive conversation. 
Deciding he begins.) I was born in New York City. In Harlem, Women’s Hospital, 1951. 
(Pausing smiling wryly to the side)That we might have a little issue with… You probably 
noticed talking to a lot of seniors, the years start to get …a little jumbled. You know at 
this age, I find I can’t remember what year I did what. 

MIKE 
No, you’re totally fine. 

ERIC 
(shrugging) I don’t feel like I have that much to contribute. (Matter of fact) My father 
worked in trucking, for a construction company. My mother, she was an aid. She wanted 
to be a nurse but she never got the certificates, but she did become,(searching for an 
example) what you see with all the elderly assistance? Primarily she took care of two of 
two families, two white families Which is common. Even today Black people take care of 
white children. That’s what my mother did and formed very good relationships with the 
two families she worked for. In fact I still hear from the kids she raised - you know, she 
raised them well. So, that’s what she did she started out helping older people and their 
children said, “Wait a minute. Can you stay and help out with the children?” And she 
would cook, she would clean, you know all the things they didn’t want to do. A little more 
than a maid. So, that’s what my folks did very hardworking. They did what they had to 
do to survive. My dad came home everyday by six. But one thing I can remember very 
clearly about him is- I can’t remember a time my father ever hugged me, but I knew he 
loved me. Fathers then didn’t hug their sons.They might have hugged their daughters. 
But men at that time, and from the South, did not show much affection. Particularly to 
sons, because they wanted their sons to be masculine and they wanted their sons to 
respect them. So, there was always a little distance between myself and my father. My 
mother on the other hand gave us all the affection we could  ever need 

MIKE 
So…what kind of talks did you have around the dinner table? 

ERIC 
(Surprised) Most of our talks did take place at the table at dinner time. I had two older 
brothers, they kept me straight. But being the baby and my parents going through the 
changes with my older brothers, they knew what to look out for. What to tell me, how to 
be, what type of person to be, they taught me the basics—how to treat girls.. 

MIKE 
(asking for the secret half joking) How do you treat girls? 

ERIC 
(definitively) With respect. How to deal with police…that was very important  
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MIKE 
(not comprehending) hm? 

ERIC 
Matter of fact as soon as you get to be just approaching your teens they taught us how 
to deal with police. How to make sure we follow their commands, that we’d have our 
hands in view,. how to follow instructions from police. Very important. And that was told 
to us over and over and over again. (simply) So we might make it home again. (sum-
ming up) That’s what I learned from them, basically to… be a decent person, but they 
instilled in me The Golden Rule: Do unto others as you would have them do unto you. 
This is something that has been lost. You know when I was coming up they used to 
teach a class in school, I think they called it civics which was how to be a good citizen 
and it includ (aside) well this was in public school, when you’re very young.They would 
teach you to say yes, and thank you, and may I, and it taught you to have manners in 
public… all of those things.  

I had a wonderful childhood but I don’t feel like I have that much to contribute. Some-
times the positive stuff is boring. I try to be humble, as far as life experience, I'm a speck 
on a speck. The only thing I can tell you is my experience. And my life, involved being a 
black man. A white person doesn’t have to think about being white. (calm but emphatic) 
Its not coming at them every day. Every time you go into a convenience store you get 
followed around. Every time…It’s a daily thing… you get so tired. It’s what they call ‘the 
black experience’.(They both speak quickly through this passage words tumbling over 
and on top of each other excited to understand each other.) 

MIKE 
No, I totally get it, if I can tell you one small thing, I mean its not comparable to this, but 
when I first came to America  

ERIC 
(interrupts) Oh! You probably get that when you tell somebody you’re from Germany. 
(getting excited) They put a hate… I … know exactly… 

MIKE 
(a little surprised) Yes, that’s what I wanted to say. 

ERIC  
And you had nothing to do with that, nothing at all. 

MIKE  
Yes, so when I first came to America, exactly this happen. When my wife and I were 
looking for an apartment, we found a place and when we went for the viewing the per-
son asked me, “So where do you come from?” And I said, “I’m from Germany” and he 
said in my face “We don’t rent to Germans”  

ERIC 
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(skeptical) He said that literally? Out of his mouth? 
MIKE 

Yes. And since we don’t know anything in this country, we were totally new, I was just 
shocked. (matter of fact) And I thought this is what Americans think and everybody 
hates me and I will just have a lousy life. (they both laugh a little at this depressing pro-
nouncement) 

ERIC 
(chuckles)That’s funny… but I understand that feeling. 

MIKE 
(continuing) I have been called a Nazi by professors, I have been profiled, I have been 
called all kinds of names from people who don’t know anything about me. When I meet 
people and someone introduces me as being from Germany sometimes their face just -
shifts. Once I was speaking in German with another friend and my professor came up 
and asked, “Should I be afraid of you now?” And I just stood there. I didn’t know what to 
say. (curling back to the present) So, it’s not comparable, but I think it’s a general… 

ERIC 
(thoughtful) No, I think it is, it’s definitely in the same category. Everybody has a history. 
It’s just the worst part of people to brand people because of(thinking to himself)…huh…
And black people do it too. (to MIKE) I try to tell people that I talk to - we’re not the only 
ones discriminated against. (gesturing out) This person wasn’t your slave owner -you 
know— they may reap the benefits - maybe have the financial backing of their forefa-
thers…(dismissive) but they didn’t… (clear eyed) you can’t blame them. You have to 
take each person as you learn about them. 

MIKE  
(serious)Yes 

ERIC  
Man, I certainly understand what you’re saying, because it’s still here, man,(shaking his 
head at humanity) you would think after so many generations that they would give you a 
break on that. You know (speaking out) Give the man a break! He had nothing to do 
with it! (to MIKE) So I’m glad you understand what I’m saying. 

MIKE  
(agreeing)Yes, I totally… 

ERIC 
And when you told me, that broke my heart, (surprised but suddenly affected) it broke 
my heart, because that shit its so…It’s so wrong! (taking a moment) I guess I’m getting 
sensitive in my old age. (remembering and getting angry) You know we made it a point 
to hurt people who called us the n-word - we got beat up. We got locked up. Just to get 
people to stop using that term. (despairing a little) The young kids… they say it in a 
friendly way but they don’t know their history. We had separate bathrooms. We had 
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separate water fountains for whites and blacks. Blacks couldn’t swim in white swimming 
pools… We had to fight. We met and we marched. We held demonstrations.  

MIKE 
You don’t have to answer this, but…(wondering) how did you deal with the anger? 

ERIC 
(alert) You mean our anger? 

MIKE 
(nodding)Yes. Because if you suppress a people, and if you keep them down, they will 
get angry. 

ERIC 
(explaining) Well that was what we talked about in our meetings, curbing that anger, us-
ing that anger in a positive way, a peaceful way. How to be non-violent. Everything had 
to be peaceful. We didn’t instigate, it was all about peaceful demonstration. My parents 
marched with Martin Luther King and we took our cue from him. He was the one that 
guided us. He might have been somewhere else in the country, but it was all about be-
ing peaceful…The anger was there, there’s no doubt about it, but it had to be controlled. 
We discussed how to march safely and peacefully. Not everyone. Malcom X, he was 
extreme. He was saying we should be armed too, that we should have our own cities. 
That wasn’t the route I took. I took the peaceful side. (making a point) I understand it, 
and I heard it, (relaxing) but I was more on the peaceful side. 

You know these things were on the down-low. We would do this in our basements  we’d 
meet in churches, by word of mouth. We discussed politics - trying to get people to run 
for office. We discussed how to improve education - trying to volunteer in schools, get 
on school boards. Doing small things we thought we might succeed at. We were trying 
to… have a little power, have a little say in what goes on in our community. And ulti-
mately then, the country by being able to vote and to pick and choose who you want 
making laws, to decide what schools get the books, where children can go to school so 
they don’t have to be bused out of their neighborhood. The system isn’t allotting fund-
ing, especially in poor neighborhoods - so the neighborhoods get poorer and poorer be-
cause the kids are less educated… (almost shaking a finger in case we missed it) and 
there’s that cycle. All of us need to vote more. When I was in college we would go out 
into the communities, to get EVERYONE to vote. I say it in a small way but it was a big 
deal. 

In the college I felt we changed something. We actually were able to change the curricu-
lum. We brought in African American studies and African American drama classes… but 
the most important thing was African American studies. We were very proud to be able 
to get that in the curriculum. Because when you go to school you don’t learn about 
African American history, you know it was all about white history, which you know a lot 
of that was lies. We were able to bring in our stories, we were able to talk about African 
brilliance and art. We were able to get that in. That is one thing I felt directly involved in. 
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we marched and had sit-ins. It was happening all over the country, it wasn’t just us, but 
that was something I definitely was part of. Changing the curriculum to African American 
studies, I’m very proud of that. 

MIKE 
And, did what you see during the marches influence your decision to become a police 
officer? 

ERIC 
Yes, something just clicked (beat) and I thought… we could use more African American 
police officers. Yeah, maybe I could do something on that end. In those days it was hard 
to get work. It was even harder to get work with benefits. Then when I went into the po-
lice academy, I loved it. I loved everything about it. It was, the most interesting thing I’ve 
ever done in my life. (slowing a little to remember) You’re taught sociology, police ethics, 
and law. The rest is physical activity and the mentality to protect yourself no matter 
what. 

But …you see things that are difficult to see as a police officer. You also see things… 
about police officers that are… not cool. (pausing, considering) I’m only going to give 
you one example, one example. (told with controlled emotion but serious disapproval 
and anger) When I first started I saw a police officer, he was beating the crap out of the 
kid AFTER he cuffed him.(disbelief) And I had to pull the officer off of this guy. (tired) 
And that caused a problem with that officer. He was telling me, “Don’t you ever do that 
again, you’re a rookie.” He was a white officer and made a complaint against me. And I 
was called in in front of a sergeant, and a lieutenant, and they wanted to know why I did 
what I did. (his younger indignation firing up) “Because the guy was  ! Why should I 
stand there and let him beat the hell out of a prisoner that is already cuffed?” (cooling 
down, wryly chuckles) They seemed to have a little bit of a problem with that. (said with 
calm contempt) He said “We want them to understand, if you make us chase you, you're 
going to get a beating.” (beat) 

(moving on) I see people here that I’ve locked up and the response I get from those 
people isn’t threatening. It’s like (boisterous with good nature) “Whoa, whoa, Officer 
Stevens! You locked me up! What’s up?”. (smiling) They wave, they want to shake my 
hand. (making a point) When I would lock people up I never mistreated them. When I 
put cuffs on them, I wasn’t physical with them. (sitting back) I’m proud of that.I always 
treated prisoners in a humane way. To this day I don’t have to worry about running into 
someone that I locked up. 

(wistfully shrugs without hope) I’m hoping that that officer who was beating the guy who 
was handcuffed changed…(thinking over his actions) I could have filed a complaint… 
(but considered the situation) but if you snitch on another officer… the blue line - well it 
exists… you don’t give up your fellow officers. If anything, you’re supposed to lie. “What 
story do you want to give?” and back it up. That’s why cops get away with it and never 
go to jail. (with slight hope) I would like to think that guy learned his lesson.(beat) 
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MIKE 
I have another question… How were you taught not to hate? 

ERIC 
From my mom and dad. The only time hate comes to mind is when people who’ve mis-
treated you… Or, unfortunately whites. I was taught that I should try to understand why 
they felt that threatened by the fact that there are more and more of us. We are more 
involved in their everyday lives and they’re losing control over our lives and it was up to 
me to understand that they feel threatened and try not to further that. Hate? My mom 
said hate will just drag you down. It makes your heart weak. It makes you a weak per-
son. I don’t hate whites, I don’t hate blacks. I don’t hate anybody. What for? I mean 
maybe I could develop a short term hate…but what makes you think I don’t hate? (inter-
rupting himself, curious) Your question…how did you know?  

MIKE 
Because I don’t feel any hate from you. After everything that has happened I wonder 
how can the African American not hate.  

ERIC 
(slowly) Well the fact that you open up to me helps me open up. You’re very honest as 
well. That’s why I’m talking, cause I can see your open to listening to what I have to say. 
Some people I just won’t talk to because they’re ignorant. You know there has to come 
a time when the whites WANT to understand. To read a book, besides those written by 
white authors, that tells our story to understand why we act, why we feel a certain way, 
a TRUE depiction of who we are. That’s going to take at least a generation if not two. 
‘Cause they still treat us a less than. 

Blacks don’t feel that way about whites. But there is a mistrust. Blacks mistrust whites 
tremendously (getting a little exasperated)…doggone it man we have reasons we main-
tain these feelings. It’s because of the way that we’re treated our history. Its not about 
hate. Its about mistrust, anger. We don’t understand why whites try to hold us down. 
What have we done to them? Why they do they feel the way they feel? To this day we’re 
still being held down. Thank god for whites to stand up. They don't stand out as much 
as the people trying to hold us down. But more than half the whites are fed up too if they 
would just step up. Well I understand they don't want to lose anything, but we’re not 
looking to take anything away. We’re just here, because… you brought us here. We 
don’t hate you… but we don’t trust you. They have to understand that. 

MIKE 
I’m learning a lot from you. I find I am becoming more open to people in general. I try to 
start fresh, just to put my biases aside. And wonderful things are happening. But… I 
have to tell you, you should know this about me, I cannot deal with drug addicts or pris-
oners. I am very strict. I just don’t understand them, it’s their choice. I just know that 
about myself, that I have trouble having compassion for them. So. I just don’t deal with 
them. 
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ERIC 
It’s good that you’re opening your eyes. But... how… aren’t you missing the opportunity 
to understand them better if you refuse to deal with them? 

MIKE 
Yes, probably you might be totally right 

ERIC 
I think if you had one on ones with people you might understand their reasons. You can’t 
gain empathy if you don’t speak about it. 

MIKE 
Yes. No you’re right. I learn a lot from you. 

ERIC 
Well, I think you already know these things. I think you already know these things. 
You’re too smart not to at least have taken a peek in that door at those things because if 
you don’t speak to people about it there’s no way you can understand why someone 
makes that choice. 

MIKE 
Yes, you’re right, but I just know they are my kryptonite and I’m not sure I’m the right 
person for them. On the other hand somebody like me could have a positive influence 
on them. I just wanted to tell you, that since I know you… 

ERIC  
You’re being honest. Now the people that you deal with scares me. But I have under-
standing of drug addicts and people who have been in jail because I’ve dealt with them. 
So we have the opposite things that scare us. That’s interesting. 

MIKE 
Yes 

ERIC 
But I’m open to dealing with people like that. So …you know …you could open up a little 
bit 

MIKE 
(smiling) I did! 

ERIC 
Well we have to know. We have to be open to what whites are about. Because that 
helps us survive. So we watch you. We try to understand you. We go out of our way not 
to get in your way so we don’t have to get into a negative thing. We have to really un-
derstand you in order navigate, everyday, through our lives. Whereas whites do just the 
opposite. There’s always this wall that’s up. They control the wall. They control the nar-
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rative for the most part. So we’ve made it our business to be careful to try to understand 
where they’re coming from and why they are the way they are and this way we can sur-
vive. We can grow older. We’re always peeking through the door because we have to, 
whites don’t have to. It’s needed for you… well I don’t mean you…your doors wide 
open. 

MIKE 
(not offended in the least) Nononnono it’s totally fine. 

ERIC 
Whites need to open up that door at look at us and get a better understanding…and its 
happening.  

MIKE  
Yes. 

ERIC 
But it needs to happen over a course of generations. Its going to take generations we’re 
still another generation out but its going to happen. Martin Luther King said “…I may not 
get there with you, but I have already seen the mountaintop.” He meant be patient, its 
going to come, but its going to take time for the races to come together. 

MIKE 
When I grew up in Germany I didn’t think in terms of race. My father was a Hindu priest 
and my friends were all colors. In fact my best friend at school was black. 

ERIC 
Your best friend was black my best friend was white until we got to a certain age then I 
wanted to have a black best friend and he wanted to have a white best friend. So its 
learned, people aren’t born racist. They’re not born to want to separate. Society makes 
you separate. 

MIKE 
Yes totally this is what I meant. When I came to America I was trained to think in races. 

ERIC 
Yeah, its your environment that makes you what you are, (as an after thought) to some 
degree. 

MIKE 
Actually, I found my friend recently again, I had lost him for many years. And I told him, 
he was one of the few people that really rescued me in school. I had huge depressions, 
I was very sad and he was one of the reasons I could pull through. And he was very 
happy to hear that, but I have never forgotten him. He was just such an important friend 
for me when many of the white people I had as friends I didn’t connect with them be-
cause I was never really interested in their kind of lifestyle. He was hugely intelligent, we 
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shared the same interests, and so he was really important. And I think this is one of the 
reasons I have a different feeling for African Americans, because I’m alway reminded 
that he was such a close friend to me. And, like I said, as a boy I didn’t think about his 
color. I just thought he’s an awesome guy. 

ERIC 
Now guess whose story you just told? You just told my story. My first best friend was 
white. We lived in a neighborhood that was very well integrated at that time. But I found 
him to be smart. Plus his family ,they were Italian, his family was very nice to me. And I 
would have dinner at his house and they had a thing called spaghetti and meatballs 
(smiles) And I was like what is this spaghetti and meatballs? (smiles) So you learn the 
different cultures and it was so interesting and different than my black friends. We were 
like this man. And I’m thinking about him now… wow, You just told the same story I 
have. You know my first best friend was a white guy and he was a really good friend. He 
even helped me with my homework. It was a great experience and gives you a different 
view of the world. It gives you a different view when you have that kind of a friendship 
as a young person. Especially when you’re young Because I think those days help me 
to understand these days. You know, that people are people. People are people first. 
Then you, you know, figure out the other things about a person. Yeah… you just told my 
story, same one. (suddenly) I gotta go. Man. An hour an a half? 

MIKE 
It was just so interesting 

ERIC 
Wow. You have anymore?  

MIKE 
(pleased with himself) I always have more questions. Would you like to meet one more 
time? 

ERIC  
(joking serious) No. (smiles) Yeah we could. 

MIKE 
You don’t have to. 

ERIC 
(reassuring) No I would like to, plus I learn from you too, you leak out some stuff that’s 
pretty interesting too(smiles) I’m always willing to learn something.
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